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Stormwater Sampling Guidelines for Volunteer Monitors
Objective:
The goal of stormwater sampling is to collect water samples during rain events, while tracking the
water on its way to nearby waterbodies. In an undisturbed world, rainwater would fall to the
ground and be mostly absorbed by the native vegetation and natural soils. Yet when rainwater
falls onto impervious surfaces such as paved roads, parking lots, and houses, the rain cannot sink
into these materials and instead "runs off." Such runoff then flows downhill into an area where the
water is either able to infiltrate into the ground, or to where it meets a roadway stormdrain and is
then carried through an underground culvert system.
Stormwater runoff carries pollutants such as sediments, roadway grease, fertilizers and excess
nutrients into bodies of water with little to no treatment. Stormwater runoff is one of the leading
causes of poor water quality in lakes, rivers, streams, and ponds. The ideal time to perform
stormwater sampling is at the beginning of a heavy rain event occurring after a dry period, but
there is also good information to be collected by sampling stormwater events more than once,
perhaps during the heavy downpours of a very rainy week. Light rains are not enough to generate
significant quantities of stormwater and are often not possible to sample.
Materials Needed:
Meter stick
Sample bottles
GPS
Map(s)
Cooler
Rite-in-the-Rain notebook (waterproof paper)
Flow-meter (if you have one)
Pencil
Sharpie (for labeling sample bottles)
Appropriate clothing- waders, rain boots,
raincoats
Description of Sampling:
•

•

•

Stormwater samples should be collected from
streams, culverts (pipes through which water
flows underground), dams, and spillways that
flow directly into the waterbody.
The sample should be collected as close to the
point at which the stormwater is entering the
waterbody.
Stagnant water should not be sampled, as it is not representative of inflow nutrient or
sediment concentrations. We are looking for sites with flow. Even a slow flow is appropriate.
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Sampling Procedures:
1. Identify/locate inlets: If the inlets you are planning to sample have
already been identified and waypoints have been created at each site,
load the waypoints onto a handheld GPS or a cellular GPS application.
If the stormwater inlets have not yet been identified, you will need to
search the shoreline of the waterbody for water flowing into the lake.
At each inlet that you find and plan to sample, make a waypoint using
your handheld GPS or cellular GPS application.

Sample bottle for
nutrient testing.

Bring enough sample bottles (use only bottles approved for nutrient
testing) for each inlet sample you plan to take. If the inlets have not yet been located, bring
many bottles to ensure that you will have enough. It is a good idea to have a few extra bottles
as backups and in case you choose to collect any extra samples. Residents may contact us to
obtain sample bottles.
2. Observe: At each sampling point, take a look around the area. Ask yourself some questions
such as, is the water flowing? Where is the water originating? What surface(s), if any, is the
water flowing over? Take notes of anything of interest in your Rite in the Rain notebook.
3. If there is flow at the waypoint, you are ready to sample the stormwater. Enter data into a table
in your notebook including Lake Name, Location, Date, Time, Collector's Name, Additional
Description of Sampling (see Rite-in-Rain notebook photo to the right). Smart phone photos at
each location are also helpful to record site condition.
4. Collect sample: To collect a sample of the water, take the
bottle and first label the date, the lake name, location, and
site/waypoint number. It is very important that you do not
touch the inside of the bottle or the inside of the bottle cap, as
this could contaminate the sample.
Be sure to not disturb sediment on the bottom and, if possible,
do not stand in the water. If you must stand in the water to
collect the sample, stand downstream of where you will collect
the sample. Hold the bottle at the bottom and against the flow,
making sure to fill the bottle. Screw cap on tightly and place
full sample bottle inside of cooler. Do not disturb the sediment
if you are sampling a stream or dirty stormdrain.
5. Measure dimensions of water: Use a meter stick to measure the depth (height) and
approximate width of the water. These measurements help to estimate the volume of water at
the time of sampling. If the site is a dam or spillway and the water is flowing across its entire
width, make note of that.
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6. Measure flow: This step is often left to professionals as flow-meters are an expensive piece of
equipment. But if you do have a flow meter, you will need to be trained on how to properly use
it. But if you do not have a flow meter, you can record how quickly the water is flowing on a
scale of 1-10: 1 being almost no apparent flow, and 10 being extremely fast flow. This sort of
information is of course subjective, but it may provide good qualitative information.
7. Take Notes: Take the time to write down any additional notes you may have at each sampling
site.
8. Repeat steps 4-7 at each appropriate waypoint. If there is a heavy flow through a culvert but
you are not able to collect it due to a stormwater drain, make note of that in your data table.
Do not remove any catch basin grates and do not attempt to collect samples if the situation
seems dangerous.
9. Once you are finished, remember to place all sample bottles in the cooler. When you return to
your home or office, check to make sure that the writing on your bottles is clear and place the
labeled bottles in a refrigerator. You can send the samples to the NEAR office. Please place all
samples in a ziplock bag and then in a box. Samples can be mailed to:
Northeast Aquatic Research, LLC
74 Higgins Highway
Mansfield, CT 06520

